Investigating the pharmacological and nonpharmacological factors that modulate drug reinforcement.
Drug use is driven by principles of reinforcement and is sensitive to influences in the environmental context in which it occurs. Although a wide range of factors has been shown to directly influence the reinforcing effects of commonly abused drugs, 2 general types include pharmacological and nonpharmacological factors. Both can assert a powerful impact on a drug's reinforcing effects and, therefore, the degree to which a particular drug comes to be used and abused. This invited review seeks to briefly describe some of the current psychopharmacology research on the interactions between these factors and drug abuse. Several pharmacological influences on drug use will be discussed, including the interactions between psychomotor stimulants and recent advances in the development of pharmacotherapies for opioid abuse. With regard to nonpharmacological factors, there is a large body of research demonstrating that nondrug reinforcers can exert a powerful influence on the reinforcing effects of commonly abused drugs. More specifically, identifying alternative nondrug sources of reinforcement can, if made available contingent on drug abstinence, produce robust decreases in drug self-administration. Presented here is a very brief review of some recent scientific efforts to develop and extend behavioral interventions targeting drug use across a wide range of clinical populations. In summary, understanding the interactions among the variables present in the context of drug use is critical to understanding risk factors for substance use disorders as well as developing efficacious treatments for drug dependence.